Materials: Painting a Portrait from a Photograph (Kelly Oakes)

Materials:

iPad or photo reference (8.5” x 11” print) (It might be best to send/email to me to make sure it’s good to paint from)

Paints: either oil or acrylic

Basic Colors: Yellows: Cad. Yellow and Yellow Ochre

  Reds: Cad Red, Alizarin Crimson

  Blues: Ultramarine Blue, Cobalt

  Burnt Umber

  White :**** I prefer Lead/Flake White if painting in oils

Bring any others you might have.

Brushes: A collection of small and medium brushes (size 2,4,6) and one or two “0”.

  I prefer filberts for painting portraits, but can make any work.

NO TURPs, only Gamasol for oils, Linseed oil for medium (or whatever you prefer)

12” x 16” or 16” x 20” canvas or board : gessoed and ready to paint
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